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ZAIRE: CHANGE IN MILITARY LEADERSHIP?

AS OF 1820Z 3 JAN 91

1. *President Mobutu is reportedly unhappy with at least two senior armed forces leaders and may make changes soon.*

2. *Gen Mahele, head of military intelligence and officer-in-charge during the embarrassing performance by the special presidential division when it operated in Rwanda recently, has reportedly fallen into disfavor with the president. Mahele reportedly pocketed most of the money designated for the Rwanda operations; failed to provide planning, command, or operational guidance to Zairian units during the deployment; and argued successfully against the participation of Mobutu's nephew. Moreover, Defense Minister Adm Mavua is in disfavor for failing to control recent civil demonstrations that were another embarrassment for Mobutu. Mavua is also having problems with the presidential staff on military matters.*

3. *Comment: Mobutu is well known for his periodic military reshuffles to prevent power bases from forming, and 11 months have passed since he last changed the armed forces leadership. With growing economic problems, the continuing threat of civil unrest, and an evolving political environment, changes in the hierarchy may well be made. Who Mobutu would select to replace Mahele or Mavua is as yet undetermined, but even disgraced figures have been rehabilitated in the past. Recent evidence of infighting among*
SENIOR SECURITY FORCES CHIEFS COULD CONTRIBUTE TO MOBUTU'S DECISION. CHANGES MIGHT ALSO BE A SIGN OF THE PRESIDENT'S GROWING CONCERN FOR EFFECTIVE CONTROL OF THE MILITARY AS A MEANS TO SUPPORT THE GOVERNMENT DURING THE DIFFICULT TIMES THAT ARE EXPECTED.
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